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Article abstract
Over the last few years, human resources departments have been subjected to some
strong criticism, at the same time their staffs have shrunk. One way to counter this threat
from the outside is to "do things differently" by restructuring. For instance, a structure
based on functions (with specialists) could be replaced by a structure based on
multidisciplinary teams (with generalists). The purpose of this study is to evaluate the
extent to which the restructuring into multidisciplinary teams of an organization's
human resources department (HRD) affect the people involved (line managers and HRD
members). Inspired mainly by the multiple-constituency approach, two surveys were
carried out in a public organization.
Based on a sample of 138 individuals (79 Une managers and 59 HRD members), statistical
analysis shows that the restructuring was seen more positively by the Une managers
than by the HRD members. Overall, the managers (the internal clients of this HRD) saw
positive, although rather modest changes as a result of the reorganization. The positive
changes that the clients perceived mainly concerned the quality of tools, the quality of
operational services and client service. They also felt that their responsibility had
increased following the reorganization. On the whole, only a small number of managers
were dissatisfied with the reorganization (13/77 or 16.9%), while many felt satisfied
(31/77 or 40.3%). Finally, 42.9% of the line managers (33/77) were neutral (neither
satisfied nor dissatisfied).
On the other hand, the HRD employees were much less positive in their evaluation of the
reorganization. Although they saw some positive changes (a greater effort devoted to
keeping clients satisfied, consulting them, and discovering their particular needs), for the
most part the changes they perceived were negative. There were difficulties related to
the circulation of information within teams, to cooperation within the HRD and to the
internal operation of the teams. However, where the reorganization left most to be
desired was on the level of attitudes: greater dissatisfaction at work, a worsening
atmosphere, greater uncertainty about roles and discomfort with the lack of recognition.
Overall, a large number of HRD members were dissatisfied with the new structure (45/59
or 76.3 %), while only a few were satisfied (10/59 or 16.9%). In fact, the percentage of line
managers who were dissatisfied was the same as the percentage of HRD members who
were satisfied (namely, 16.9%). This provides a good illustration of how diametrically
opposed the opinions of the two groups were.
These results indicate one of the difficulties of reorganizing HRDs on the basis of clients'
evaluations. In particular, our analysis shows that reorganization fosters a feeling of
unease and uncertainty about roles among some members of the HRD which might
diminish the future effectiveness of the new structure. It is therefore preferable to spend
more time considering the reasons for declining morale among the human resource
professionals in this organization before concluding that the reorganization was a
success. The paper concludes with a discussion of the limits of the case study as well as of
new avenues of research.
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